
[BooK I.]

The tnentieth letter of the alphabet: called '.U it (i. e. from Paradise), and ejected them from
[and Ii]. (TA.) It is one of the letters termed that state of enjoyment in which they were]:
a~j [or non-vocal, i. e. pronounced with the (Mughnee, :*)_ the second thing that it
breath only, without the voice], and of those denotes when used as an adjunctive to an ante-

terneathdon , without the voice], ofthe cedent is proximate sequence, and this is in
termed &e:_ [or labial]: (TA :) it is a radical everything [i. e. in every case] according to the
letter, and not augmentative: (TA in ji3Jl -. estimate thereof; (Mughnee, Ig ;') [meaning,
AUI :) sometimes it is substituted for :. ; thus according to the relative, or comparative, esti-
in the conjunction ., s in the saying ,.j *4 mate of the time implied; for, as is said in an

["Zeyd cam, en mr"]; and in explanation of the words thus rendered, in a
Zeyd came, A r"], and in marginal note in my copy of the Mughnee, "the

"the well-known herb so called [?]," for wllich they long period is sometimes esteemed short by co
,, , i long period is sometimes esteemed short by com.

say 1.Jl; and in t...JI, " the grave," or ! parison ;" or it mav be defined as a particle de-
"sepulchre," for which they say Js..JI, but noting sequence in a case in which is an uninter-

using for the pl. u1 1-, and not J1W, accord. rupted connection between two events;] one says

to IJ, (MF, TA,) [nialess, app., by poetic l; 5J3 '.i i. [Sch a one took a wvfe, and,
license, for] the latter pl. is used by Ru-bell. (RI in uninterrupted connection nith hiU doing so, a
and TA in art. j~.) J. is a particle having child was born to him,] when there did not inter-
no government: (MIu,nlnce,* K,- TA :) or it vCene between the two events aught save the
governs a mansoob aor.; as in the sayilfg, Gt period of gestationt, (MIuglhnee, K,*) and so if it

I,['/wu dost tome tou,hat tho were a period protracted [beyond the usualU.kRJ4 L'" [T'hou do.t not come to u., that lo, i t
maye talk to us]; (Mughlee, K, TA;) accord. ltenlgth]; andl y,i. sayt, aterruied con-
to Yome of the Koofees; (ughne ente.rel El;l-l .;srah, anl, in. uninterrupted con-oome of the Koofees; (Mughnee;) but the i t,;,, d fl. l

truth is, that the nor. is here mansoob by jI,
meant to be understood, (Mughnee, TA,) as is
said by MF, and the like is said by J, (TA,)
though the Oj in this case is necessarily sup-
pressed: (I'Ak p. 2!5 :) and it is said (Mugllnee,
], TA) by Mbr (Mughance) to govern the gen.
case in the saying [of Imnra-el-g.eys],

ay a oe lie thee, even such as was p

(M'any a one like tAhe, even such as was preg-
nant, have I raiited by nigltt, and such as was
suckling]; but the truth is, that what here

governs the gen. case is .., meant to be under-
stood; (Mughnce, TA;) like as it often is in the
cae of;, as is said in the Lubib. (TA.)._It
occurs used in three manners; in one whereof it
is an adjunctive to an antecedent, and denotes
three things: -_ one of these is order; and this
is of two sorts; relating to the meaning, as in

. .ss .Ai [Zeyd came, and after him 'Amr];
and relating to a verbal statement, which is an
adjoining of an explicit clause to an implicit
antecedent, as in the saying [in the lur ii. 34]

the Dvil caused them both to ip, or fa, [nd
th~ Dceil caumd tA¢cm both to slip, orfaU, fr.om
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did not stay in El-Basralh nor between the two
towns: and this sequence is not necessarily im-
plied by the . that denotes causality; as is
shown by the correctness of one's saying .l

1iJ ; I j_ [jC1 IJf he become a Mlusli,n,
we will consequantly enter Paradise]; the delay
between the two events [by death &c.] being well
known: (Mughnlee :) - [or, accord. to J,] the
adjunctive . occurs in three cases, in the first of
which it denotes order and proximate sequence
with association; you say, jri. I.j I I
beat Zeyd, anl next Amr]: (S: [the second and
third of these cases will be mentioned in the
course of this art:]) and it is said to occur
sometimes in the sense of, ,, (Mughnee, I,*
TA,O) denoting conjunction in an absolute manner,
with delay; (TA;) as in the saying [in the ]ur

xxiii. 14] i; La il ' . aU al ll ' L t i. 3 
1 a j I JIL ijic ; L i Mi i [Then
we made the pennrm a lamp of clotted blood, then
we made the lump of clotted blood a bit of sJh,
then we made the bit of Jiesh bone., then we
clothed the bones with flesh]: (Mughnee, I,
TA:)_ and sometimes in the sense of j,
(Mughnee, ]I,* TA,') denoting conjunction in an

absolute manner, without order; (TA;) as in
the saying (of Imra-el-yeys, TA), j,.Jjl ,
Q._i [as though meaning Betn'een Ed-Da-
khool and IJowrmal]; (Mughnee, /, TA;) the
right reading of which is asserted by As to be
with .; but it is replied that the implied mean-
ing is JA, el JQ.~l ielpje X [amidst

thAe places of, or pertaining to, Ed-Dakhool, and
the places of, or pertaining to, I,ormnal; the
former places and the latter being contiguous;
and we may therefore understand these words as
relating to an .antecedent command to pause];
this phrase being allowable like the saying

&%,pJU ,slJJI ~ ; [I at an,idt the
learned men and the deotees]: it has been said
that C. is hlere suppressed before '~, and that
j is used in the place of it; but this usage of

o. is strange: (Mughnee:)_ the third thing
that it denotes when used as an adjunctive to
an antecedent is relation to a cause: (Mughnee,
5,* TA :) this is the second of the three

cases mentioned by J, who says, (TA,) it is
when what precedes it is a cause of what follows
it; and it denotes adjunction and proximate
sequence without association; as in the sayings
oh ;4. [He beat him, and /e con~ ly

wept,] and ,at. 6 [He beat him, and con-
sequently pained him.,] when the beating is the
cause of the weeping and of the pain: (S, TA:)
used in this manner, i. e. to denote relation to a
cause, it is generally such as adjoins a pro-
position, as in [the saying in the .ur xxviii. 14]
· S L^ ij j,. [And Moses struck him
1Lith his fist, and consequently hilled him]; or a
qualificative, as in [the saying in the .Kur lvi.
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cpi. s.ka cr ,,;s 1 [Shall surely be

eating from trees of Za.k.oom, and conmluently
fiUing therefrom the bellies, and drinking thereon
of/lot water]. (Mughnee, g.) Another man-
ner in which it is used [the second of the three
manners before mentioned (Mughnee)] is as a
connective of an apodosis, i. e., of the comple-
ment of a conditional clause, (Mughnee,' .,'
TA,) when this is of a kind not fit to be itself
conditional, i. e., to be a protasis. (Mughnee.)
It is thus used when the complement is a
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